We have obtained analytic expressions, parametric in centrifugal displacement coordinates, which provide exact classical descriptions of the rotational energy dispersions, that is, the dependence of the combined rotational and "electronic" (vibrational potential) energies on the rotational angular momenta, for small molecular clusters bound by van der Waals interactions modeled by pairwise additive Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential energies. The clusters considered consist of three (equilateral triangle), four (tetrahedron), and six (octahedron) units and serve as models for small clusters of rare-gas atoms such as argon. This work represents an extension of our recently published study of analytic rotational energy dispersions for diatomic molecules bound by harmonic oscillator, Morse, or Lennard-Jones potentials [J. Mol. Spectrosc. 155, 205 ( 1992)]. A parallel set of studies were made using an angular momentum-conserving simulation program. The physical properties of the clusters that are addressed using our results include calculation of quartic and higher-order spectroscopic constants, location of rotational instabilities, and characterization of the "cubic" anisotropies for the spherical top clusters A4 and A,. Of particular interest is the result that for each of these cluster types the preferred direction of the rotational angular momentum is parallel to a molecular fourfold axis, leading to reduced symmetries of Dti for tetrahedral A, and D4,, for octahedral A+
I. INTRODUCTION
The distortion of a rotating molecule from its equilibrium geometry and its effect upon the rotational energy levels has been recognized for a long time by molecular spectroscopists. Interest in these centrifugal effects, as they are often called, has increased in recent years due to the development of high-resolution spectroscopic techniques and to major advances in the theoretical description of highly excited rotational states of molecules. In a series of studies '" we presented a new approach to centrifugal distortions and their associated rotational energy stabilizations which exploits ab initio electronic structure computational methods. This approach is direct, bypassing in its simplest applications the explicit calculation of spectroscopic constants such as vibrational frequencies as this information is implicitly contained in the ab initio electronic energy hypersurface. Specifically the method is particularly useful at any computational level for which analytic gradients of potential-energy hypersurface is available. Results were presented in our first study ' for Hz, NH,, CH,, BF,, and SF,. More detailed studies followed" for H,O, 0,, and PH3, as well as an outline of a generalized extension of the method. ' The procedure is structurally oriented, that is, it focuses on the question of the size and shape of molecules with nonzero rotational angular momentum. Centrifugal distortion spectroscopic constants are a very useful form of our computational output, providing an important and indispensable basis for comparison to experimental observations, yet their computation is in a way secondary to the main task. Stated differently, our studies are an explo- ' )Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. ration of molecular energy in those regions of nuclearcoordinate hyperspace which are accessible by centrifugal distortions from the equilibrium geometry.
In the most recent of our studies6 we confined our attention to diatomic molecules as modeled by harmonic oscillator (HO), Morse oscillator (MO), and LennardJones oscillator (LJO) potential energy functions. We obtained closed-form analytic expressions, parametric in the centrifugal displacement, for the dependence of the classical rotational energy upon the rotational energy momentum, that is, the rotational energy dispersion for each of these three model potentials. Further, through powerseries reversions of the angular momentum as a function of displacement we obtained Pad6 approximants for the rotational energy dispersions which approximate well the exact parametric solutions and which may be used for fitting experimental spectroscopic data as they do not display the high angular momentum divergences associated with traditional power series representations of the energy. A particularly interesting result for the diatomic LJO is that the maximum stable centrifugal displacement is only (5/2) "6 -1 = 0.164 99 in units of the equilibrium separation for the nonrotating molecule; larger separations lead spontaneously to dissociation.
In our present study we obtain and characterize analytic descriptions of the rotational energy dispersions for deformable molecules. Speciiically we expand the previous study6 of the Lennard-Jones (LJO) diatomic to include larger clusters formed from atoms (or molecules) bound together by pair-wise-additive LJO interactions. Such systems serve as excellent models for real clusters formed from rare-gas atoms or other closed-shell moieties. Indeed there have been many studies in recent years7-*l describing the structures, stabilities, and dynamics, both rotational and vibrational, of such clusters with a particular focus on those formed from the rare-gas argon (Ar). Perhaps the closest in style to our present study is that of Li and Jellinek,13 who used a simulation program to explore the distortion, isomerization, and fragmentation of the cluster Ar,3. Our study is focused on the smaller clusters A3, A4, and A6, where A is an unspecified "particle" having LJO interactions, with most of the results being obtained and characterized analytically. We have complemented our analytic studies with the use an angular momentumconserving simulation procedure closely related to that employed by Li and Jellinek;13 our simulation results serve in part as a check on the correctness of the analytically obtained results. the type ViEer=O. These conditions define in principle a centrifugal distortion pathway Q(J), although typically we cannot obtain it analytically and thus cannot obtain the desired rotational energy dispersion E,, (J) analytically. However expressing the pathway as J(Q) and substituting in EdF (Q,J) yields Eef (Q), which together with J(Q) defines the dispersion parametrically. Thus in many cases we can represent the dispersion E,,(J) by the pair of analytic relationships Eec (Q) and J(Q) . In the remainder of this paper we present such analytic parametric rotational energy dispersions for van der Waals molecular clusters and show how they may be used to extract higher-order (quartic and above) spectroscopic constants. We finally note that our work may be viewed as closely related to many of the studies22-27 of centrifugal barriers in polyatomic systems and their role in fragmentation and scattering phenomena.
Ill. THE LENNARD-JONES (6-12) POTENTIAL AND VAN DER WAALS CLUSTERS
II. OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE
For a polyatomic molecule we consider the total electronic energy Eel (within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation) as a function of a set of internal nuclear coordinates Q= {Qi], that is, E~,=G.I(QIQ~Q~...QJ =&r(Q).
(1)
The energy of rotation about the center of mass may be expressed classically in terms of these same coordinates via the moment of inertia tensor I(Q) and the rotational angular momentum J, where J=Io, with w being the angular velocity, as
The molecular systems whose rotational energy dispersions we wish to characterize are the weakly bound clusters of closed-shell molecules known as van der Waals clusters. Typical examples include clusters of rare-gas atoms or clusters of such molecules as carbon dioxide CO2 or sulfur hexafluoride SF,. Such clusters, and particularly those comprised of rare-gas atoms, are often modeled by a total electronic energy Eel(Q) taken as a sum of pairwiseadditive Lennard-Jones (6-12) oscillator (LJO) potential energy terms, where each term is of the form K,,=&,,(Q,J) = (l/2) JtI-'J, (2) where I-' is the inverse of the matrix I and J, is the transpose of the vector J.
In the above d is the well depth and (T is the "collision diameter." The equilibrium separation r, is given by 21'6a . For purposes of this study we fmd it convenient to rewrite Eq. (4) by defining a reduced displacement x= (r-r,)/r, and a new variable z= l/( 1 +x)*= (rJr)*, and by adding d to the energy, giving Thus the effective "potential" energy governing the motion of the nuclei is given by the J-dependent sum of E,r and E,,, , that is, by Ee,(Q,J) =EdQ) +-&dQ,Jh (3) where the Q dependence of E;,, and thus of Ed is via the moment of inertia tensor I(Q).
Further, dividing by d yields the dimensionless reduced form
For a number of purposes we seek extrema in nuclear coordinate space Q = { Qi} of the effective energy EeE. One important purpose is to find the rotational energy dispersion Eef (J) corresponding to the set of minima which classically are continuous with respect to both the magnitude and direction of J in the molecular frame. For such extrema of Eerr, not only do we require that V( E,, ) =0, but also that the hessian (second-derivative) matrix have positive eigenvalues. For small displacements from the zero angular momentum equilibrium structures the latter condition is assumed without demonstration to be satisfied. We do discuss, however, the important topic of symmetry breaking at sufficiently high angular momenta. In many cases the rotational energy will depend on only a subset, say m in number, of the total number, say n, of nuclear coordinates {Qi}. In such cases there will be for a given J m equations of the type Vi( Eel+ E,,,) =0 and (n-m) of
This form resembles that for the harmonic (Hooke's Law) oscillator, but with the potential energy being proportional to the square of a function of the displacement instead of to the square of the displacement itself. Further, as will be shown, many analytic relationships for pairwise-additive LJO systems have the form of polynomials in the displacement-related parameter z. While most of our results will be presented and discussed for the dimensionless reduced form [Eq. (6) ] for the LJO potential energy, thus making them applicable to any LJO clusters made up of identical moieties, we do present some numerical results for one very important class of examples, namely van der Waals clusters of argon (Ar) atoms. The parameters we have selected for the reference diatomic Ar, are the same as those used by Leitner, Whitnell, and Berry'* in their study of the cluster Ar3, namely a=340 A, corresponding to r,=3.82 A, and d=84.1 cm-'. Other sets of Ar, parameters have also been pro- 
IV. ANALYTIC ROTATIONAL ENERGY DISPERSIONS
In Table I we present analytic rotational energy dispersion relationships parametric in centrifugal displacements for a number of simple cases, namely for the LJO clusters A,, A3 (Jlj C3 and Jll C,), A4 (J/l S4 and Jll C,), and A, (Jll C4 and Jll C3), with the expressions for A, being for the simplified model neglecting the three tram interactions. The corresponding structures may be described as follows: For A3 with Jll C3 the structure is an expanded equilateral triangle ( D3h), but for Jjl C2 it is an obtuse isosceles triangle (C,,); for A4 with Jll S4 the structure has two edges 1 J which are extended, forming a flattened tetrahedron ( D2,) which approaches a squareplanar structure ( D4h) for large displacements, while for Jll C3 the structure is a trigonal pyramid (C,,) with an expanded triangular base; and for A6 with J/l C4 the structure is a tetragonal bipyramid compressed in height and expanded in its equatorial plane ( D4h), but for Jll C3 the structure is a trigonally flattened octahedron (D,,) . For simplicity of notation we denote the dimensionless reduced effective energy E,,(Q)/d=&Q)
as "e," with no subscript. In each case the expressions in Table I are in terms of a single structural parameter z= ( 1 +x> -*, where x is the reduced displacement, with the tabulation giving the integer coefficients a and b which multiply the basic expressions. That is, for these simple cases we find
e=b[(l-2)(5$+1)].
(8) The fl parameter in I@ (7) and in Table I is for diatomic A2 in each case; this enables direct comparisons of the expressions for different sized clusters. Further, the angular momentum J is taken as dimensionless (as a multiple of fi) throughout this entire section and considered classitally, so that J may be aligned with a principal rotation axis of the molecule. If desired the quantity J* may be equated to the quantum number expression J(J+ 1). In the remainder of this section we present the corresponding expressions for several cases not representable in terms of a single structural parameter.
For A3 with Jl C3 and C2 (the Jy case) the actual molecular symmetry 1s C2, with two edges extended and one (parallel to J) slightly compressed, thus forming an acute isosceles triangle. We designate the two structural parameters as z= ( 1 +x)-* and Z= ( 1 +X)-*, respectively, where x and X are the corresponding reduced displacements. The dispersion relations may be expressed parametrically in terms of these two variables as follows:
Because of the interdependence in Eq. ( 10) of the parameters, the energy depends in effect on a single variable. For A, with Jll C's the actual molecular symmetry is D3, with the 12 edges being comprised of two sets of 6, described by the parameters z for the six edges within the two triads whose planes are 1 to J ( C3) and c for the six edges connecting these two triads, and the three tram distances being equal and described by the parameter Z, with the moment of inertia depending only upon z. The rotational energy dispersion, including these latter interactions, is represented by the following:
Z=.g/(z+$3,
Note that Eqs. ( 13) and ( 14) give the interdependencies of the structural parameters, so that the energy again is in effect a function of a single parameter. The effective energy in Eq. (15) has a value of (588/257) for J=O, for which z~=~~o= (264/257)"3 and Z0=zc,/2. The value z. = (264/ 257) 1'3 = 1.009 00 describes the compression (x0= -0.004 47) of the 12 edges due to the attractive tram interactions. The energy value (588/257) is relative to that for the unattainable structure with all -15 interacting pairs being at r, (z=<= 1) . It is desirable for some purposes to subtract this constant from the energy so that the energy is zero for J=O. We follow this latter convention in our energy tabulations and all discussion. Alternatively, relative to dissociated atoms the energy at J=O is (588/257) -15, or -12.71206. Note also that j3 in Eqs. (12) and (15) is the value for diatomic AZ, given by p2za/4. so that rigid-rotor energy is Again for the A6 cluster but with Jll C,, so that the actual symmetry is Ddh, there are four edges in the equatorial plane described by the parameter z, eight edges by the parameter c, two tram distances in the equatorial plane described by z/2, and the unique tram distance, that parallel to J, described by 2. The moment of inertia, as for the case of Jll C,, depends only upon z. The rotational energy dispersion is represented by the following:
ppb from the previous iteration [in practice separate convergence for the rotational kinetic energy and the (vibrational) potential energy is required]. The time step in (5) is typically taken as 0.1 ps, with convergence typically achieved in about 100 to 1000 iterations, or 10 to 100 ps. If a series of increasing magnitudes of J, all with the same direction in the molecular frame, are to be considered, the optimized geometry from one run is used as the initial geometry for the next, thus reducing the number of steps required for convergence. Occasionally several thousand iterations are required, especially when major geometrical changes accompany small increases in the magnitude of J. An example discussed later is the collapse of the tetrahedral structure of A4 with Jll S, to a square-planar structure with Jll C, at a sufficiently high angular momentum.
Through the parameter interdependencies the energy is a function of a single variable.
V. ANGULAR MOMENTUM-CONSERVING SIMULATIONS
As a complement to our derivations of analytic rotational energy dispersions parametric in centrifugal displacements, we have written and utilized a C-language program for carrying out classical mechanical simulations on LIO clusters A, with the imposed constraint of a fixed rotational angular momentum in the molecular frame. The procedure may be outlined as follows:
( 1) A set of masses {mi} and initial coordinates {ri} are selected with the center of mass of the cluster at the origin.
(2) A magnitude and direction for the angular momentum J with respect to the molecular frame is selected. Typically this direction corresponds to a principal axis of the moment of inertia tensor I.
(3) The moment of inertia tensor I is calculated from the masses and coordinates. The angular velocity w is calculated from inversion of the relationship J=Iw, that is, from w=I-'J.
(4) The vector force Ff acting on the ith particle due to rotation is calculated as The procedure outlined above closely resembles that employed by Li and Jellinek13 in their simulation studies of rotational distortion, isomerization, and fragmentation of the Art3 cluster. Their procedure, which was based on their earlier demonstration that overall rotation can be separated from vibrational (internal) motion in any N-body system, however floppy, incorporated the quenching of the "thermal" energy every 2.5 ps as the system undergoes its Hamiltonian evolution. Our procedure is somewhat simpler in that no equations of motion are actually solved; only a quasivelocity vector for each particle is calculated as the total force divided by the mass and multiplied by a time increment, with all velocities reset to zero at the end of each step (the rotation of the reference frame is ignored).
In every case considered the energies and structures obtained using the simulation program agree with those obtained using our analytic rotational energy dispersions parametric in centrifugal displacements, so that each procedure serves as a check on the other. What may be called exceptions to this agreement are the cases where the assumption of a particular molecular symmetry in the choice of analytic expressions, while correctly describing that case, fails to predict the existence of lower energy structures. The collapse of tetrahedral A4 to square-planar A4 mentioned above was "discovered" in our simulations and then after-the-fact confirmed by comparing the analytic expressions for the two cases.
Vi. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Reduced spectroscopk constants To this force is added the force I$ arising from the pairwise-additive LIO potential energy Q, that is, Ff = -V&1.
(5) The system is assumed to evolve toward a minimum energy configuration, subject to the constraint of fixed J. That is, a time step is assumed and a set of displacements calculated from the set of total forces {Fi} = {Fi + 6'3. The process is repeated starting from the new set of coordinates, ignoring the acquired velocities (equivalent to setting the kinetic energy, other than the rotational kinetic energy associated with J, equal to zero), until the total energy has converged to a change not exceeding lo-* We present in Table II a compilation of dimensionless reduced quadratic, quartic, and sextic constants for the LIO clusters A, together with values in cm-' for the specific cases of Ar,. The quadratic constants are simply the respective rigid rotor expressions, namely aJ' for A2 and for A3 with Jl C,, aJ'/2 for A3 with Jll C3 and for Ad, and BJ2ze/4 with ~e=(264/257)"~ for Ah, where fi=fl(Az). We obtain the higher coefficients from limits as J+O of expressions written in terms of displacements as shown below. Let the reduced energy (in units of the diatomic well depth) be written as where e. is the rigid rotor energy expressed as a function of the displacement related variable z (or a set of zfs) . By this we mean that the energy of a rigid rotor as a function of angular momentum J is written parametrically as a function of the displacement suffered by the corresponding nonrigid rotor with the same J (the rigid rotor by definition suffers no displacement). Thus the right side of the above equations are expressed in terms of displacements, not J. We have obtained these limits analytically, checking them against numerical limits as J+O obtained using the simulation program described in Sec. V. Specific cases are discussed below.
B. The equilateral triangular cluster A,
In Table III we present the reduced energies E as a function of m2 for three cases for A3, namely Jll C2( J,), Jl C2( J,), and Jll C3(Jz), as based on the expressions in Table I and on Eqs. (9)-( 11). Also listed is the (roundedoff) quantum number J for each value of PJ' for the particular case of Ar, . We note that the ratio eX/ev, identically equal to unity for a rigid symmetric top, falls to 0. the maximum of e,=9/5. Similarly the ratio 2eZ/eY rises from unity to a value of 1.118 12 at the maximum for E,,. These deviations from unity reflect the nonrigidity of the A, rotor. In Fig. 1 (a) we show the rotational energy surface in J space, that is, the variation of the energy E with respect to the direction of J in the molecular frame for some fixed magnitude of J. The surface is not cylindrically symmetrical as it would be for a rigid symmetric top, but rather possesses sixfold rotational symmetry (there are three C, axes, with clockwise and counterclockwise rotations about each having the same energy, hence there are six equivalent directions in J space). This figure is constructed from J,, Jy, and J, energies of 1.8, 1.841 66, and 0.968 00 for f?J* = 9 (2/5) 5'3 = 1.954 38 by an interpolation assuming cos( 64) and cos( 26) angular dependencies. Figure 1 (b) is similar, but with the 4 angular variation greatly exaggerated by taking the Jy energy to be 2.0 units rather than 1.841 66. A better plotting procedure, illustrated in the (J,,J,) plane containing the C3 axis, would be to construct ~J*=f (z,,z,) and e=g(z,,z,), select flJ* and z,, say, and solve for z, and E. As an example, with /3J2 = 1.954 38 and z,=O.92, z,=O.992 13 and E= 1.496 59, L. L. Lohr and C. H. Huben: van der Waals molecular clusters while a cos (28) interpolation ( 8 = 49.3") yields E= 1.446 46, an error of 3.5% which is insignificant for graphical purposes (the percentage error is less for smaller values of /?J*). We further note that past the energy maximum of 9/5 for the J, case that the preferred structure is actually collinear; the triangular molecule "snaps" open! (For J=O the collinear Dmh structure has an energy of 2646/2731=0.968 88 relative to that for the D3,, structure.) We note here that the description of molecular rotation as corresponding to the J, , Jy , or J, cases is classical; semiclassically the J, case defines a separatrix, with J for energies greater than that for J, executing a closed path about one of the twofold axes (there a six symmetry equivalent such possibilities on this D3,, rotational energy surface) but with J for energies less than that for J, executing an undulating path about the C3 axis (the projection on the J, axis is not constant). The concomitant semiclassical centrifugal distortions may be described as distortion waves formed from the static distortions described above. Finally the question of symmetry breaking in A, with Jll C3 is discussed in Sec. VII.
In Table II we present the reduced quartic and sextic coefficients for A,; the corresponding values for diatomic A2 are included for reference. As expressed in reduced units the diatomic value of S for A2 is /3*/36; the J=O limiting values for A3 are the fractions 1, 1, and l/12 of this diatomic value for the J,, Jy , and J, cases, respectively. The fact that the values are the same for the J, and Jy cases indicates that the energy differences between these two cases as shown by the rotational energy surface are associated with a higher-order term, namely sextic (56), in a power series expansion, corresponding to the six-fold symmetry described above. Indeed the reduced sextic coefficients h are 1, l/9, and l/72 times the diatomic value of -a3/324 for the J, , J,,, and J, cases, respectively. Thus the smaller magnitude of the negative h value for the Jy( Jl C,) case as compared to the J,( Jll C2) case corresponds to the higher energy for the former as compared to the latter for the same magnitude of J.
C. The tetrahedral cluster A4
In Table IV we similarly present numerical results for the tetrahedral cluster A,. The two cases are for Jll C3(C3,) and Jll S,( DM). The striking result is that the latter is energetically preferred for a given angular momentum, that is, this deformable spherical top will make itself into a symmetric top with a preferred S, axis. The reduced S values in Table II have J=O limits of l/12 and l/8 in units of the corresponding value for diatomic A,; these may be converted (Ref. 1) to the "spherical" and "cubic" tensor coefficients 6, and 6, as shown. The latter has a limiting value of l/160 in units of the diatomic S. Although small, this coefficient is the critical measure of the nonspherical effects of centrifugal distortion and is a measure of the associated splittings of the rigid spherical top rotational energy levels. Finally we note for A4 that the square-planar structure, unstable for zero or low angular momentum with respect to an out-of-plane puckering leading to a tetrahedral structure (for J=O the Dbh structure has an energy of 25 284/16 641= 1.519 38 relative to that for the Td structure), actually becomes the stable form past the energy maximum of 18/5 for the J/l S', case; this behavior, in which the tetrahedron "collapses" into a plane, is similar to that described above for A3 becoming linear past the energy maximum of 9/5 for the J, case.
D. The octahedral cluster A6
The octahedral cluster A6 differs from the preceding in that there is no arrangement permitting all interacting pairs to be at the diatomic equilibrium separation r,. The resulting "compression" of the octahedron was discussed in Sec. IV. Reduced energies are given in Table V for three =.=s, namely JII C3(%), Jll CA%), ami Jll CdQd.
All interactions, including the three truns interactions, are included in each case. As with tetrahedral A4, the case with Jll C3 is highest in energy, thus corresponding to eight energy maxima on the rotational energy surface (Fig. 2) . This result is surprising, as the molecules CH, (tetrahedral) and SF, (octahedral) are known to have opposite behaviors; the Jll C3 case corresponds to rotational energy maxima for CH4 but minima for SF,. Thus the reduced quartic coefficient S, for A, in Table II has the same sign as that for A4, although the magnitude is a factor of eight smaller.
VII. SYMMETRY BREAKING FOR As&,) WITH Jjj C, An interesting and important question is the following: Is it possible for a molecule to sutfer a spontaneous lowering of its symmetry at some sufficiently high rotational angular momentum? Stated differently, can a cluster having a stable configuration at low angular momentum as characterized by all-real vibrational frequencies (allpositive eigenvalues of the hessian matrix) become at high angular momentum unstable as characterized at least one imaginary vibrational frequency (at least one negative eigenvalue of the hessian matrix)? We explore this question here with the example of the cluster A3 with Jll C3, for which there is the possibility of a symmetry lowering to C2, or even to C, at some critically high value of the angular momentum. To do this we must obtain the hessian, or second-derivative, matrix in coordinate space (not J space), so first we rewrite the reduced energy E in terms of the individual displacement-related variables zi= ( 1 +xi)-* as follows:
where fl=p(A2) =2fl(A3). We define a reduced hessian as the matrix with elements {a2E/aXi kj}; the hessian h can conveniently be expressed in terms of the {Zi) as follows: hii= 3pJ* ( 3~~ ' ' -Xj+izj ' ) 3
x/c= 1-q 1 + 12zf( 132,3--7>, 
Note that the contribution to the hessian from eel is diagonal. If evaluated for a D3, structure, for which each Zi=Z, the hessian reduces to h=$f (% ; ~)+l~w7(~ 8 8).
The eigenvalues of the rotational part of the hessian are -3, -3, and 9, in units of fiJ'z2/9; these values add to 12z4( 132 -7) to give the eigenvalues of the total hessian. This addition is valid because the "electronic" part of the hessian is not only diagonal but is proportional to a unit matrix. The same formalism applies to other pairwiseadditive potential energy expressions such as those for pan-wise-additive harmonic (HO) or Morse (MO) oscillators; the LJO contribution of 12z4 ( 132-7) is simply replaced by the appropriate form, namely the force constant k in the HO case. For the WO case the onset of rotational instability is found by setting the doubly degenerate eigenvalue equal to zero and by requiring that the pathway condition @ =f(z) be satisfied. That is, the onset is given by the solution of compared to the exact quantum mechanical value34 for p= 10-4, with similar improvement being obtained for higher coefficients. In a future study we shall present a treatment of the J-dependent vibrations of small LJO clusters. Our present dispersions, which represent the variation of the energies of the deformable molecules with respect to the magnitude and direction of their rotational angular momenta, are typically represented analytically by sets of equations parametric in centrifugal displacement coordinates. Our specific results include quartic and sextic spectroscopic constants obtained analytically from the rotational energy dispersion relationships for the clusters A3, A4, and Ah. Results are expressed in reduced, dimensionless units and are thus applicable to a wide range of systems, although specific application is made to argon clusters.
where fl again is for the reference diatomic AS. The solution is zs =4/7, corresponding to a reduced displacement of x== (7/4yj -1=0.097 76, for which the reduced energy E is 243/49=4.959 18 relative to the well minimum, or 96/ 49= 1.959 18 above dissociation to form 3A. This energy is approximately half a unit below the maximum value of e=27/5=5.4 for effective energies with Jll C's which occurs at zs =2/5, corresponding to x= (5/2) "6-1 =O. 164 99. Using B(Ar,) = 6.878 x 10m4, the onset of such instability occurs near J= 124 for the cluster At-s. Thus we conclude that rotational instability, in the sense of there being at least one imaginary J-dependent vibrational mode,r4>15 can occur for this example, but only at very high angular momenta. We note that the energy of 243/49 at the onset of instability has contributions of 216/49 =4.408 16 from rotation and 27/49=0.55102 from the potential energy of bond stretching. Finally we note that while similar solutions may be found for the pairwiseadditive MO system, no solutions exist for the pairwiseadditive HO system.
VIII. SUMMARY
We have studied by means of both analytic derivations and simulations the rotational energy dispersions of small van der Waals clusters bound by pair-wise Lennard-Jones interactions; these clusters model those formed from raregas atoms or other closed-shell moieties. Some further details of these results have been published elsewhere.33 While our present analysis has ignored vibration, our earlier study6 did include a harmonic oscillator (HO) approximation to the zero-point energy (ZPE) for the LIO diatomic A,. This correction was based on the reduced force constant k = (#e/&? ) = 24z4( 5d -2)) which equals 72 for J=O (z= 1) and which decreases with increasing J. We showed that inclusion of the associated ZPE reduced the error in the quartic coefficient S from 5.3% to 0.2% as A striking result is that for both A, and A6 the sign of the cubic anisotropy in the dispersions is such that these nominally spherical tops each display a preference for the rotational angular momentum to be along a fourfold rotation axis, with angular momentum along a threefold axis representing a rotational energy maximum (Fig. 2) . It is instructive to compare the computed values of the quartic tensor coefficient D,=dS, for Ar4 and Ar6 as given in Table  II to those observed for other spherical tops. Both the Ar, value of 6.94 X low9 cm-' and the Ar, value of 1.03 X 10B9 cm-' are much smaller than that observed3' for CH4 of (4.434 515*0.000 123) X 10M6 cm-'. However both are larger in magnitude, and opposite in sign, to the value observed36 for SF6 of -(1.863 83 *O.OOO 65) X 10-l' cm-'. For SF, the consequence of D, being negative is that for a given J, say 30, there is found in the computed energy-level spectrum37s8 a lowest-energy cluster of eight states associated with the projection K3= 30 (on a threefold axis) and having a degeneracy pattern 1:3:3:1 and a highest-energy cluster of six states associated with the projection K4 = 30 (on a fourfold axis) and having a degeneracy pattern 1:3:2. The total frequency spread for the SF, J=30 manifold of states is approximately 27 MHz, with the spread within the K3 cluster being 30 kHz. For Ar4 and At-6 the pattern will be inverted as compared to SF6 and will have spacings approximately 38 and 6 times larger, respectively. The difference in the sign of D, between SF6 and CH, can be attributed to the different directionalities of the bonds, with Ddh structures (JJJ C4) for SF, lying higher in energy than D3d structures (Jll C3) with the same J as the former involves bond stretching only while the latter involves bond bending as well. The strongest interactions within the clusters A4 and A6 are along the edges; A, is similar to A6 in that the primary centrifugal distortion is the stretching of the edges in the plane normal to J, these edges being 2 in number for A4 with Jll S4 but 3 for Jll C3, and 4 in number for A6 with Jll C4 but 6 for Jll C3. It is this ratio of 2 to 3 for both A4 and A6 which accounts for their having the same sign of a,, with the particular sign corresponding to lower energies for the structures involving the fewer edge stretchings.
